balances the above-mentioned costs and benefits resulting in the general prediction that pathogens evolve towards intermediate levels of virulence (Gandon et al. 2001 and references therein; Day 2003) . This theory, however, is based on single infection events.
Predictions for virulence evolution change when multiple infections (for a definition, see Table 1 ) are taken into account, since pathogens have to deal with both the host and one or more other pathogens simultaneously (Van Baalen and Sabelis 1995) . The general prediction is that in multiply infected hosts pathogens evolve towards higher levels of virulence than in the case of single infections (Nowak and May 1994; May and Nowak 1995; Brown et al. 2002) . Prudent host exploitation, facilitating host longevity, becomes less beneficial for a pathogen if other pathogens simultaneously decrease host longevity (Van Baalen and Sabelis 1995) . In addition, within-host competition among pathogens is expected to result in increased host exploitation rates and therefore result in increased overall levels of virulence (Van Baalen and Sabelis 1995; Frank 1996) . Van Baalen and Sabelis (1995) proposed that pathogen virulence should also increase in anticipation of multiple infections if the probability of multiple infections is high. Clearly, pathogens in multiply infected hosts face a whole array of evolutionary forces that determine the final optimal strategy in each individual case.
Both of these opposing selection pressures on pathogen virulence may act on clonal plants, which can be extremely long-lived (Oinonen 1967; Kemperman and Barnes 1976; Cook 1985; Steinger et al. 1996) and which spread their mortality risks by partial or full independence of ramets (Eriksson 1993) . In principle, individuals of clonal plants can persist as long as the rate of vegetative propagation equals or exceeds the rate at which old parts die off (Thomas 2002) . This gives systemic pathogens the possibility to establish a virtually unlimited, lifetime infection in clonal species (Stuefer et al. 2004 ). The extreme longevity of genetic individuals and their multiple representations in populations should select for decreased levels of pathogen virulence for the following two reasons. First, the trade-off between pathogen transmission and reproduction should impose selection pressures for decreased levels of pathogen virulence in clonal plants. Second, clonal propagation and high longevity is likely to buffer spatio-temporal variability in the genetic make-up of populations. In other words, clonal growth enhances the probability of finding a susceptible host in the vicinity of the initially infected host. Host features which assist local pathogen transmission are expected to select for lower levels of virulence (Boots and Mealor 2007) . The nature and magnitude of this effect is likely to depend on the spatial positioning of ramets (i.e., clonal growth form), the genetic diversity of the host plant population, and on the spatio-temporal dynamics of pathogen dispersal.
In contrast to selection for decreased levels of virulence, the longevity of clonal plants is likely to increase the chance for multiple infections and should therefore select for increased pathogen virulence. Van Baalen and Sabelis (1995) state that ''If the force of infection is high, and hosts remain exposed long enough, multiple infections are bound to occur''. Thus, it seems that both high and low pathogen virulence can be selected for in The fitness reduction of a host as a result of pathogen infection (based on Ewald 1994; Brown et al. 2006 ).
Pathogen:
An organism which can infect and cause disease in a host (Brown et al 2006) .
Multiple infection:
Simultaneous infection of a host by more than one pathogen, belonging to the same or different pathogen species.
clonal plants and in other long-lived organisms. However, current models on virulence evolution do not explain how these conflicting selection pressures are resolved and what levels of pathogen virulence can be expected to result from opposing selection forces. When considering both above-mentioned theories, one may conclude that pathogens of clonal plants ought to evolve towards higher levels of virulence, as multiple infection events are bound to occur during the lifetime of a clonal plant and the hypothesized tradeoff between pathogen transmission and pathogen replication is based on single infection events only. Exposure to increasingly virulent pathogens should strongly select for escape strategies of the host plant. Since most clonal plants can reproduce both vegetatively and sexually, a switch to flowering and fruit set may represent a way for clonal plants to evade pathogens. It has been proposed that sexual reproduction should be favoured over asexual propagation in infected plants (Hamilton et al. 1990 ). Therefore we expect infected clonal plants to show increased sexual reproduction through more rapid and intensive flower production, a faster developmental switch to flowering and increased flower or seed production.
Empirical data to confirm or reject these hypotheses are not available to date. To our knowledge there is no evidence for highly virulent pathogens in clonal plants, neither for increased flowering after pathogen infection. Based on this lack of evidence for increased levels of virulence one could conclude that selection favours low virulent pathogens in clonal plants. For pathogens this would imply that the benefits of potential long-term infections outweigh the costs of possible multiple infections. However, the lack of evidence for clonal growth promoting the evolution of increasingly virulent pathogens can only suggest, but does not necessarily prove that clonality selects for decreased levels of virulence. To our knowledge, no comparative studies of virulence levels between shortlived and long-lived plants, infected with the same pathogen, have been conducted so far. Neither did we find any studies that analyze in detail the effect of pathogen infection on the timing and extent of sexual reproduction in clonal plants. Future research on these topics, empirical studies on multiple infections, and modelling work applying virulence evolution theories for long-lived organisms are hence called for. In this context clonal plants could be essential since they provide ideal systems to test these hypotheses.
Ultimately, the question remains what virulence levels can be expected in pathogens of clonal plants. Not only are the pathogens themselves subjected to conflicting selections pressures, their host in return may have to cope with a range of pathogen virulence levels as well. This interaction between pathogen and host combined with the contrasting selection pressures on virulence mentioned above, will make it even more difficult to define one comprehensive prediction on expected pathogen virulence in clonal plants. Difficult, but all the more intriguing.
